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Abstract  12 
The emergence of new sites for wind energy exploration in South Africa requires an accurate prediction 13 
of the potential power output of a typical utility-scale wind turbine in such areas. However, careful 14 
selection of data clustering technique is very essential as it has a significant impact on the accuracy of 15 
the prediction. Adaptive neurofuzzy inference system (ANFIS), both in its standalone and hybrid form 16 
has been applied in offline and online forecast in wind energy studies, though the effect of clustering 17 
techniques has not been reported despite its significance. Therefore, this study investigates the effect of 18 
the choice of clustering algorithm on the performance of a standalone ANFIS and ANFIS optimized 19 
with particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique using a synthetic wind turbine power output data of 20 
a potential site in the Eastern Cape, South Africa. In this study a wind resource map for the Eastern 21 
Cape province was developed. Also, autoregressive ANFIS models and their hybrids with PSO were 22 
developed. Each model was evaluated based on three clustering techniques (grid partitioning (GP), 23 
subtractive clustering (SC), and fuzzy c-means (FCM)). The gross wind power of the model wind 24 
turbine was estimated from the wind speed data collected from the potential site at 10minutes data 25 
resolution using Windographer software. The standalone and hybrid models were trained and tested 26 
with 70 % and 30 % of the dataset respectively. The performance of each clustering technique was 27 
compared for both standalone and PSO-ANFIS models using known statistical metrics. From our 28 
findings, ANFIS standalone model clustered with SC performed best among the standalone models with 29 
a root mean square error (RMSE) of 0.132, mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of 30.94, a mean 30 
absolute deviation (MAD) of 0.077, relative mean bias error (rMBE) of 0.190 and variance accounted 31 
for (VAF) of 94.307. Also, PSO-ANFIS model clustered with SC technique performed the best among 32 
the three hybrid models with RMSE of 0.127, MAPE of 28.11, MAD of 0.078, rMBE of 0.190 and 33 
VAF of 94.311. The ANFIS-SC model recorded the lowest computational time of 30.23secs among the 34 
standalone models. However, the PSO-ANFIS-SC model recorded a computational time of 47.21secs. 35 
Based on our findings, a hybrid ANFIS model gives better forecast accuracy compared to the standalone 36 
model, though with a trade-off in the computational time. Since, the choice of clustering technique was 37 
observed to plays a vital role in the forecast accuracy of standalone and hybrid models, this study 38 
recommends SC technique for ANFIS modeling at both standalone and hybrid models.   39 
Keywords: ANFIS; autoregressive model; data clustering; particle swarm optimization; wind turbine. 40 
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Nomenclature     
𝑷 Wind turbine gross output power 
(MW) 
𝜌௦௜௧௘ Air density at the proposed site 
(kg/m3) 
𝒕 Time 𝜌௢ Nominal air density (kg/m3) 
𝒅𝒊 Delay (𝑖 ൌ 1,2, … 5) c Number of clusters 𝒏 Sample size 𝑃௥_௜ Potential of cluster i being a 
cluster centre 
𝚽ሺ𝑳ሻ𝒚𝒕 Lag polynomial    𝒑 Polynomial order    
𝝋𝟎 Mean constant    𝝋ෝ𝒊 Coefficient of autoregressive equation   𝜺𝒕 Error term   𝒚ഥ𝒊 Mean gross power output at ith delay.   
k ANFIS node   
𝑶𝒌𝟏 Output of adaptive node k.   𝝁𝑨𝒊  Membership function of fuzzy set 𝐴.   𝑽𝒂𝒅𝒋 Adjusted wind speed   
𝒗𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒆 Wind speed of the proposed site   𝒚𝒂𝒅𝒋 Adjusted wind turbine output power   
 47 
1 Introduction  48 
The need to diversify South Africa’s energy mix has necessitated the development and deployment of 49 
renewable energy. Interestingly, wind energy uptake has reasonably increased in the country, thus 50 
making it one of the fastest growing renewable energy resources. Studies have shown that the country 51 
has wind resource in a harvestable amount sufficient for power generation in specific areas (Ayodele 52 
and Ogunjuyigbe, 2016; Sørensen et al., 2018; Van der Linde, 1996). However, South Africa is ranked 53 
the seventh largest coal producer on the global scale (Dunmade et al., 2019) and this has influenced her 54 
use of coal as primary source of fuel for electricity generation, though this trend is changing since the 55 
country has embraced the low-carbon economy mantra.  The decision to embrace low-carbon economy 56 
is an aftermath of the Copenhagen climate change summit, where the president pledged to reduce the 57 
country’s greenhouse gas emissions by 34 % in 2020 and 44 % by 2025 (Baker et al., 2014). This 58 
commitment was supported by the development of Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer 59 
Procurement Programme (REI4P), a public-private partnership programme, launched in 2011 60 
(McEwan, 2017). Over 77 projects have been awarded to the private sector with a  20-year power 61 
purchase agreement between Eskom, the country’s electricity management company, and the 62 
independent power producers (IPPs) (McEwan, 2017). Five (5) rounds of the project have been rolled 63 
out with the fifth round under development by developers. Each round consists of a nexus of renewable 64 
energy sources (wind and solar resources) for power generation. Within the past two decades, wind 65 
energy has been harnessed for power generation at a micro-grid level by several investors and this has 66 
consequentially increased with largest concentration in the Northern, Western, and Eastern Cape 67 
provinces. Based on the analysis carried out by the South African National Energy Development 68 
Institute (SANEDI) (Cape-ducluzeau and van der Westhuizen, 2015) to identify renewable energy 69 
development zones (REDZs), the Eastern Cape Province is one of the corridors identified with the 70 
abundance of wind energy (SANEDI, 2016), though generally, harvestable wind energy for power 71 
generation in South Africa is geospatially dependent.  72 
The age-long fossil fuels have directly and indirectly engendered economic transformation, both at 73 
national and global levels. These conventional sources of energy formed the basis of the first industrial 74 
revolution in the 1800’s (Nehrenheim, 2018). However, these energy sources are fast being replaced 75 
with renewable energy sources with the aim of reducing carbon emission and mitigating global 76 
warming. Unfortunately, renewable energy sources are notable for intermittency and variability, which 77 
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consequentially affect their reliability. However, despite these setbacks, solar and wind energy have 78 
recorded significant successes at on-grid and off-grid levels with renewed commitments to ensure 79 
optimality in the system design and the selection of the system components (Khalili et al., 2019). The 80 
off-grid systems, which comprise local loads with distinct electrical boundaries, generation units and 81 
energy storage system often rely on a nexus of renewable energy sources to maximize energy 82 
availability (Erenoğlu et al., 2019). In contrast, on-grid systems consist of the interconnected power 83 
generation units, the transformer and the substation through which they feed into to the grid according 84 
to the specified grid code. The grid-connected system leverages the aggregation of several power 85 
generation units with the optimization of technological constraints and the efficiency of generation. In 86 
term of pricing and availability, wind energy is considered as highly naturally abundant, reasonably 87 
priced, and evenly distributed. Wind energy has also been identified as the high spot of economical and 88 
efficient energy on earth, with high potential for sustainability (Murthy and Rahi, 2017; Shoaib et al., 89 
2019). The wind energy is harvested using wind turbine system whose generation capacity varies 90 
depending on the climatic condition of the location and the turbine power curve. Thus, a wind turbine 91 
system (WTS) can be at its peak in an hour and generate its minimum possible power at the following 92 
hour (Pelacchi and Poli, 2010). The wind turbines are capable of generating electrical energy at 93 
optimum wind conditions either during the day or at night as compared to solar photovoltaic systems 94 
(Eminoglu and Turksoy, 2019; Keeley and Ikeda, 2017). WTSs can be classified on the basis of the 95 
speed and axis of rotation. Based on speed, the WTSs can be divided into two: the constant speed and 96 
the variable speed wind turbines. Power losses (in terms of aerodynamic, electrical and mechanical 97 
losses) in these two types of WTS largely depend not only on the wind speed but also on the size, 98 
structure and type of mechanical and electrical system (Eminoglu and Turksoy, 2019). Based on axis 99 
of rotation, the WTSs can be divided into the vertical and horizontal axis wind turbines . The vertical 100 
axis wind turbines (VAWT) can receive wind at any direction, thus eliminating the yawing mechanism 101 
as observed in the horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT). However, these types of turbines are not self-102 
starting, which is critical to the operation of the system and their overall efficiency is lower than that of 103 
the HAWT (Mathew, 2006). The HAWTs on the other hand have many drawbacks like sensitivity to 104 
wind direction, low cut-in speed, design complexity and so on (Stathopoulos et al., 2018). The 105 
integration of active energy generated from the WTSs with the utility follows specific grid code within 106 
which these generating units can be connected to the utility (Hagh and Khalili, 2019). The problem of 107 
spatiotemporal variability and intermittency associated with renewable energy (Liu et al., 2019) have 108 
necessitated real-time forecast of resource availability from dependent variables. This helps in strategic 109 
and operational planning, in order to ensure maximum availability of energy. 110 
Research in the field of forecasting has evolved from the use of conventional linear models such as 111 
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) to the intelligent non-linear forecasting models 112 
like the artificial neural network (ANN), support vector regression (SVR), ANFIS and so on (Adedeji 113 
et al., 2019). Linear models assume that data exhibits a linear relationship between past data values and 114 
the errors (Box et al., 2013; de Oliveira and Ludermir, 2016), however, real-world problems are non-115 
linear. Hence, the use of non-linear models for prediction is highly essential in achieving robustness 116 
and model sensitivity to perturbation. There are several standalone non-linear forecasting techniques 117 
developed over the years, whose accuracy on new datasets is highly reliable. Examples of these are the 118 
self-organizing ANN, support vector machine (SVM), the k-nearest neighbour (k-NN), ANFIS, 119 
probabilistic neural network (PNN), the random threshold network (RTN) and so on. These techniques 120 
are not one-size-fits-all; they possess peculiar characteristics, which makes them applicable in each 121 
domain. Several non-linear forecasting models have been employed in wind energy studies. For 122 
example, singular spectrum analysis and ANFIS were used by Moreno and dos Santos Coelho, (2018) 123 
to forecast wind speed, thus decomposing the wind speed into several additive components using 124 
singular spectrum analysis and forecasting a step ahead using the ANFIS model. The study evaluated 125 
the decomposed components to ensure that influential elements from the decomposition are considered 126 
for the next phase of the model. Also, Chang et al., (2017) investigated the effectiveness of a radial 127 
basis function neural network improved with an error feedback scheme in the short-term forecast of 128 
wind speed and power of a typical wind farm near central Taiwan. Another non-linear technique which 129 
has been used to forecast wind power is the random forest technique (Lahouar and Hadj, 2017). 130 
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Soft computing techniques have helped in solving problems related to model design complexity, 131 
accuracy, computational speed, near abstraction of reality in intelligent prediction, modeling, and the 132 
control of non-linear systems (Shihabudheen and Pillai, 2018), though the efficiency and effectiveness 133 
of these techniques are highly dependent on the optimal choice of parameters for the model components 134 
(Adedeji et al., 2019). ANFIS forms one of the forecasting techniques in this domain, which have been 135 
explored across several fields due to its non-linear input-output mapping within a solution space such 136 
that local optimal value is avoided and fuzzy variables are taken into consideration. ANFIS has been 137 
applied in the fields which include; hydrological studies (Nourani and Partoviyan, 2018; Pramanik and 138 
Panda, 2009), econometrics (Najib et al., 2016), enterprise systems (Pan, 2009), molecular studies 139 
(Barati-Harooni et al., 2016), energy systems (Adedeji et al., 2018; Shabaan et al., 2018) and so on. The 140 
ANFIS technique, which follows the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference system, is a five-layered network 141 
with two adaptive nodes (the first and fourth node) and the others being fixed nodes. The output of the 142 
adaptive nodes is a function of node parameters  which are modified according to the learning rules in 143 
order to minimize the prescribed error (Chahkoutahi and Khashei, 2017).   144 
The relevance of ANFIS model, either as standalone or tuned with other algorithms, in renewable 145 
energy space has been reported in recent studies. As a standalone model, Stefanakos, (2016) used the 146 
fuzzy logic and ANFIS techniques in a point-wise and field-wise forecasting of wind and wave 147 
parameters. Data of a decade long at three-hour time interval with significant wave height, wind speed, 148 
and peak wave period was used in the study. The study established that the hybrid model outperforms 149 
the standalone models of FIS and ANFIS.  Similarly, Kassa et al., (2017) explored the use of standalone 150 
ANFIS on short-term prediction of wind power of an installed wind turbine in Beijing. The study 151 
compared the performance of ANFIS with backpropagation neural network (BP-NN) and its hybrid 152 
with genetic algorithm (BP-NN-GA). From their findings, ANFIS model outperformed BP-NN and BP-153 
NN-GA with a mean absolute error of 28.39, an RMSE value of 46.06 and a mean absolute percentage 154 
error (MAPE) of 4.45, thus emphasizing the reliability and accuracy of ANFIS model. Dong and Shi, 155 
(2019) also investigated the use of ANFIS for wind power forecast in selected regions in China. The 156 
model takes as inputs the outputs from an efficiency measuring technique (data envelopment analysis-157 
DEA) and a multi-criteria optimization technique (technique for order preference by similarity to an 158 
ideal solution- TOPSIS). An absolute error less than 1 and a root mean square error (RMSE) of 2.7527 159 
were obtained from the test samples. The study further established key factors affecting China’s 160 
exploration of wind energy, using a regression model. Also, ANFIS optimized with other algorithms 161 
have been investigated in the literature. Pousinho et al., (2011) optimized ANFIS with particle swarm 162 
optimization (PSO) to predict wind power. In the study, wind resource was divided based on the four 163 
seasons experienced in Portugal and the accuracy of the model for the four seasons were commendable. 164 
Asides in wind resource forecast, the hybrid ANFIS models have also been explored in predicting other 165 
renewable energy resources. For example, Khosravi et al., (2018) investigated the performance of 166 
several artificial intelligence techniques in estimating daily global solar radiation. The study compared 167 
intelligent forecasting techniques and the conventional methods. In the study, group method of data 168 
handling (GMDH) neural network, multilayer feedforward neural network (MLFFNN), ANN and 169 
ANFIS hybrids with PSO, genetic algorithm (GA), and ant colony optimization (ACO) was 170 
investigated. Of all the models in the study, the GMDH neural network outperformed the other models 171 
with a root mean square error of 0.2466 kWh/m2. However, among the hybrid ANFIS models used, the 172 
ANFIS hybrid with PSO recorded the least root mean square error of 0.4412 kWh/m2. In all these 173 
studies, despite the significant effectiveness demonstrated by PSO-ANFIS model, the effect of 174 
clustering technique was not investigated.  175 
In recent times, the significant technological developments in renewable energy harvesting technologies 176 
is now concomitant with an avalanche of data generated from sensor technologies of these systems 177 
towards improved system efficiency, thus making data clustering to be of high importance. Most real-178 
time systems are built with data logging capabilities with a three-dimensional data definition: the data 179 
velocity, complexity, and size (Tang and Fong, 2018; Torrecilla and Romo, 2018). This tripartite nature 180 
of the data has therefore made its analysis, retrieval, and processing both challenging and time-181 
consuming (Sassi Hidri et al., 2018). Data clustering has recently been used in the data analysis problem 182 
wherein the clustering process compacts the data while retaining the data information. Clustering is an 183 
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essential process in ANFIS modeling. Clustering techniques are used to identify the group where an 184 
observation belongs with a balance between homogeneity within the clusters and heterogeneity between 185 
the clusters (Shamshirband et al., 2016; Sheikh et al., 2008). In reference to South Africa, the 186 
development of allocated wind sites for the round five is ongoing in Eastern Cape Province. The next 187 
bidding window is on its way and more wind farms will be sited in the area, thus an effective intelligent 188 
model, which effectively forecasts the expected gross output power and better clusters the data is vital 189 
to optimal plant operation and strategic decision-making.  190 
Against this background, the motivation of this study is to bridge the knowledge gap by investigating 191 
the significance of the clustering technique in both standalone ANFIS and optimized ANFIS models on 192 
a wind turbine output data of a potential site prior to the wind turbine installation. The gross and not the 193 
net power output of the proposed wind turbine is of interest in this study due to variability in losses. 194 
Most feasibility studies often assume a loss factor to calculate the net power output of the turbine. 195 
However, in the reality, the loss factor is a geospatial variant. The selection of the PSO-ANFIS hybrid 196 
model was due to its efficiency and robustness in previous studies in forecasting. The use of PSO in 197 
ANFIS model resolves one of the major problems called parameter tuning, often associated with black 198 
box models. Asides optimality in the model parameters, the type of clustering technique in the hybrid 199 
model is hypothesized to plays an important role in ensuring model effectiveness and efficiency. This 200 
study therefore (i) develops a resource map for Eastern Cape Province and identified an area rich in 201 
wind energy, (ii) develops three autoregressive standalone ANFIS models (ANFIS-GP, ANFIS-SC, and 202 
ANFIS-FCM) using three different clustering techniques: the grid partitioning (GP), the subtractive 203 
clustering(SC), and the fuzzy c-means clustering(FCM), (iii) develops PSO-ANFIS models with three 204 
clustering techniques (PSO-ANFIS-GP, PSO-ANFIS-SC, and PSO-ANFIS-FCM) to forecast gross 205 
power output of a wind turbine (iv) evaluates the relative performance of the standalone and hybrid 206 
ANFIS models using relevant statistical metrics and also tests the hypothesis that the choice of 207 
clustering technique significantly affects the model effectiveness and efficiency. Based on the 208 
standalone and hybrid models, this study therefore recommends the best clustering technique in ANFIS 209 
modeling among the three clustering techniques considered. 210 
The rest of the study is structured as follows: section 2 discusses the mathematical tools used in this 211 
study, thus giving a background knowledge of the concepts used in this study, ranging from data 212 
clustering techniques, autoregressive and ANFIS models. The method of data collection and the wind 213 
resource mapping of the study area was also discussed. Section 3 presents the results of the standalone 214 
and hybrid models on the case study, while section 4 concludes the study.  215 
 216 
2. Mathematical Tools  217 
2.1 Data Clustering 218 
The advent of internet of things (IoT) have revolutionized the data space with an increasing competition 219 
in both manufacturing and service industries. Big data has helped to unravel the cause behind events 220 
explained with traditional analytic techniques for improved decision making both at strategic and 221 
operational level (Ghasemaghaei et al., 2018; Ghasemaghaei and Calic, 2019; Horita et al., 2017). 222 
Clustering techniques have formed significant part in data mining algorithms. Clustering unveils the 223 
intrinsic relationships that exist between a set of unlabelled data, thus ensuring a high inter-similarity 224 
within same cluster and inter-similarity across clusters (Tang and Fong, 2018). In clustering techniques, 225 
a dataset 𝑌 is partitioned into a set of 𝐶௜ clusters ሺ⊆ 𝑖 ൌ 1,2, … 𝑐ሻ often performed in an unsupervised 226 
manner (Hernández et al., 2012).  227 
Clustering techniques used in data mining algorithms can be categorized into four as shown in Figure 228 
1 and discussed briefly follows: 229 
 230 
 231 
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Data Clustering Techniques
Hierarchical 
techniques
Partitioning  
techniques
Density‐based  
techniques
Model‐based  
techniques  232 
Figure 1. Categories of data clustering techniques.  233 
a. The hierarchical techniques: the operation of these techniques is based on a measure of distance 234 
between objects or features with the premise that features are more related to the near features 235 
than the far ones. Hierarchical techniques decompose a dataset 𝑌, representing it using a 236 
dendogram, a tree that iteratively divides the dataset into smaller subsets till each subset 237 
contains only one observation. A bottom-up approach (agglomerative approach), merging the 238 
clusters at each step or a top-down approach (divisive approach), diving the clusters at each 239 
step relative to the leaf orientation can be used (Ester et al., 1996; Grün, 2016). In hierarchical 240 
clustering, the number of clusters are not determined in advance, thus eliminating the 241 
challenges of local minima and initialization (Kuwil et al., 2014). 242 
 243 
b. The partitioning techniques: This technique partitions the dataset 𝑌consisting of n observations 244 
into 𝑐 clusters proceeding basically in a two-step manner. First, a k representative which 245 
minimizes an objective function is determined and second, each observation is assigned to a 246 
cluster with its representative with the highest proximity to the observation in question. The 247 
partition is synonymous to a Voronoi diagram where each Voronoi cell contains each cluster 248 
thereby forming a convex shape, which is highly restrictive (Awan and Bae, 2014; Ester et al., 249 
1996; Nayak et al., 2013). Basically, partition clustering techniques are categorized into two: 250 
hard (crisp) and the soft (fuzzy) clustering. While an observation can belong to one and only 251 
one cluster in hard clustering, the observation can belong to more than one cluster to a certain 252 
degree in soft clustering. Partitioning clustering techniques are considered as dynamic with 253 
mobility of observations from one cluster to another (Kuwil et al., 2014). One of the most 254 
common algorithms in this space is the k-means algorithm. A modified form of this algorithm 255 
is the fuzzy c-means clustering, which is an improvement on the k-means technique.  256 
 257 
c. The density-based techniques: The density-based clustering technique was introduced with the 258 
Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) by Martin et al. (Ester 259 
et al., 1996). In this technique, each cluster point in its neighbourhood according to a given 260 
radius contains several points or observations whose density exceeds a threshold either in a 2-261 
dimensional or 3-dimensional space. A multi-resolution grid is used as a data structure to 262 
establish clusters. One of the advantages of density-based clustering techniques is that it does 263 
not require pre-specifications (Kuwil et al., 2014). It also performs well even when the data is 264 
highly noisy. However, its efficiency is reduced in data with high dimensionality. This 265 
technique is notable for speed and the speed is not a function of the number of observations in 266 
the dataset, though this is a function of the amount of cells in the solution space (Kuwil et al., 267 
2014; Verma et al., 2012). 268 
 269 
d. Model-based techniques: these category of clustering technique is also an unsupervised 270 
learning model whose foundation is in the probability theory (Csereklyei et al., 2017). Model-271 
based clustering techniques aim at optimizing the fit between a dataset and specific 272 
mathematical models with an assumption that the data originates from a mix of different 273 
probability distributions (Tang and Fong, 2018). Model-based techniques can estimate the 274 
number of classes present in a dataset as well as their parameters (Melnykov and Zhu, 2018). 275 
Also, its mode of operation is fuzzy and not crispy, hence a form of soft clustering technique. 276 
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However, model-based techniques accrue a high computational time especially when a large 277 
dataset is involved. Also, the fundamental models on which the new model is built must be 278 
specified. A common example of this technique is the Expectation Maximization (EM) 279 
technique, often used in estimating maximum likelihood of parameters and ensuring the 280 
convergence of the likelihood function (Andrews and McNicholas, 2013; Sammaknejad et al., 281 
2019). 282 
2.2 Autoregressive Model  283 
The conventional ANFIS model follows an input-output paradigm. However, a univariate time series 284 
data of the gross power output was used in this study. The autoregressive (AR) model was selected in 285 
this study due to its simplicity parameter estimation and explaining the current value of a series by a 286 
linear combination of the past values with a random error in the series. Unlike the moving average (MA) 287 
technique whose parameter estimation is not simple and the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) 288 
model associated with parameter redundancy and stationarity problems, the AR model suffers less from 289 
these (Dinda and O’Hallaron., 2000; Endo and Randall, 2007). To predict the gross energy output of 290 
the selected wind turbine, the model was structured such that the next gross power output 291 
𝑃ሺ𝑡 ൅ 1ሻ minute along the trend can be predicted using lagged time vectors with a delay 𝑑௜ሺ𝑖 ൌ 1, … 5ሻ. 292 
Model inputs were the time series data with the delays, while the output forms the actual gross power 293 
output from the wind turbine. Given a time series 𝑃ଵ,𝑃ଶ, …𝑃௡ of a sample size 𝑛, the future values of 294 
the series are predicted from the past values within the series according to: 295 
Φሺ𝐿ሻ𝑃௧ ൌ  𝜑଴ ൅  𝜀௧                     𝜀௧~ 𝑁𝐼𝐷ሾ0,𝜎ఌଶሿ                          ሺ1ሻ 296 
where Φሺ𝐿ሻ𝑃௧ ൌ 1 െ 𝜑ଵ𝐿 െ⋯  𝜑௣ 𝐿௣ gives that the lag-polynomial with model order 𝑝 and 𝜑଴ is a 297 
series mean constant. In autoregressive models, the stationarity condition must be satisfied relative to 298 
the restriction that 𝜀௧ is independent of 𝑃௧ିଵ, 𝑃௧ିଶ , … and that 𝜎ఌଶ ൐ 0 (Hillier, 2001; Wang et al., 2014). 299 
In that case, a stationary solution exists if and only if the autoregressive characteristic equation has the 300 
absolute value of its root exceeding unity. 301 
𝑃ሺ𝑡ሻ ൌ 𝑓൫𝑃ሺ𝑡 െ 1ሻ, …𝑃ሺ𝑡 െ 𝑑ሻ൯                                                      ሺ2ሻ 302 
From the least square method, the autoregressive model parameters were calculated using: 303 
𝜑଴ ൌ 𝑦ത଴ െ  ෍𝜑௜ 𝑃ത௜௣
௜ୀଵ
,                                                                       ሺ3ሻ 304 
ሺ𝜑ଵ ,𝜑ଶ , … . ,𝜑௣ ሻ் ൌ ൫𝐿ఎఎ൯௣ൈ௣ିଵ  ൫𝐿ఎ൯௣ൈଵ                                    ሺ4ሻ 305 
where the observation mean, 𝑃ത௜ ,    𝑖 ൌ 0,1, … ,𝑛 can be calculated using: 306 
𝑃ത௜ ൌ  1𝑛 െ 𝑝  ෍ 𝑃௧ି௣௡௧ୀଵା௣         𝑖 ൌ 0,1, … 𝑝                                      ሺ5ሻ 307 
and the 𝐿ఎఎ ൌ ሺ𝑆௜௝ሻ௣ൈ௣ is a matrix in the 𝑝𝑡ℎ order, however, 𝐿ఎ ൌ ሺ𝑆ଵ, 𝑆ଶ , … , 𝑆௣ ሻ்   is a column vector 308 
in the 𝑝𝑡ℎ order, whose constituting elements can be determined using: 309 
𝑆௜௝ ൌ  ෍ ሺ𝑃௧ି௜௡
௧ୀ௣ାଵ
െ  𝑃ത௜ሻ ሺ𝑃௧ି௝  െ  𝑃ത௝ሻ      𝑖, 𝑗 ൌ 1,2, … ,𝑝       ሺ6ሻ 310 
𝑆௜ ൌ  ෍ ሺ𝑃௧௡
௧ୀ௣ାଵ
െ  𝑃ത଴ሻ ሺ𝑃௧ି௜  െ  𝑃ത௜ሻ      𝑖 ൌ 1,2, … ,𝑝               ሺ7ሻ 311 
Estimating the coefficient of the autoregressive characteristic equation (1), 𝜑ො଴,𝜑ොଵ,𝜑ොଶ , … ,𝜑ො௣ , the 312 
autoregressive prediction model equation then becomes: 313 
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𝑦ො௡ା௟|௡ ൌ  𝜑ො଴ ൅  ෍𝜑ො௜ 𝑦௡ା௟ି௜|௡௣
௜ୀଵ
                                                    ሺ8ሻ 314 
such that 𝑦ො௡ା௟|௡ is the 𝑙 െstep-ahead prediction at a time n+l.  315 
 316 
2.3  Adaptive Neuro-fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) model 317 
Adaptive Neuro-fuzzy inference system is a multi-layer feedforward network, which combines the 318 
neural network and fuzzy logic modeling capabilities in an adaptive manner to imitate an expert 319 
decision-making process (Fattahi, 2016). The architectural framework of ANFIS consists of five layers 320 
vis-à-vis the fuzzy, product, normalization, defuzzification, and the summation layer in the order of 321 
layers from 1 to 5 as shown in Figure 2 (Adedeji et al., 2018; Jang, 1993; Karaboga and Kaya, 2018). 322 
The ANFIS modeling technique is a variant of the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy system, which has two 323 
components: the antecedent and the consequence. 324 
.  325 
 326 
 327 
 328 
 329 
 330 
 331 
 332 
 333 
 334 
Figure 2. ANFIS model architecture showing the five layers 335 
This technique uses hybrid learning rule comprising of backpropagation gradient descent and least 336 
square methods for model premise and consequent parameter optimization. Shown in Figure 2 is the 337 
conventional model architecture of an ANFIS network while Figure 3 shows the integrated framework 338 
of the model with three clustering techniques. 339 
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 340 
Figure 3. Standalone and hybrid ANFIS model framework with the three clustering techniques. Each 341 
clustering technique was considered independently, resulting in six models in all. 342 
In Figure 1, layer 1 consists of fuzzy membership functions with output functions for each node 343 
represented as: 344 
𝑂௞ଵ ൌ  𝜇஺ೖሺ𝑥ሻ , 𝑘 ൌ 1, 2                                                              ሺ9ሻ 345 
𝑂௞ଵ ൌ  𝜇஻ೖሺ𝑦ሻ , 𝑘 ൌ 1, 2                                                              ሺ10ሻ 346 
Layer 2 computes the firing strength of a rule using multiplicative operator as: 347 
𝑂௞ଶ ൌ  𝑤௞ ൌ   𝜇஺ೖሺ𝑥ሻ . 𝜇஻ೖሺ𝑦ሻ     , 𝑘 ൌ 1, 2                              ሺ11ሻ 348 
Layer 3 normalizes the firing strength at the 𝑘𝑡ℎ node of the structure using the ratio between the firing 349 
strength in the 𝑘𝑡ℎ node and the sum of all firing strengths from all the rules (Eqn. 12). Nodes in this 350 
layer are non-adaptive. 351 
𝑂௞ଷ ൌ  𝑤పതതത ൌ  𝑤௞𝑤ଵ ൅  𝑤ଶ          𝑘 ൌ 1, 2                                        ሺ12ሻ 352 
Layer 4 uses a nodal function to calculate the effect of 𝑘𝑡ℎ rule towards the output of the model using: 353 
𝑂௞ସ ൌ  𝑤పതതതሺ 𝑝௞𝑥 ൅  𝑞௞𝑦 ൅  𝑟௞ሻ ൌ  𝑤పതതത𝑧௞                                          ሺ13ሻ  354 
where 𝑝௞ , 𝑞௞ ,  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟௞ are parameter sets of the node and 𝑤పതതത is the normalized firing strength of the 355 
third (3) layer. 356 
Layer 5 has a single non-adaptive node, which calculates the overall output of the ANFIS model using 357 
a summation operation (Suparta and Alhasa, 2016): 358 
𝑂௞ହ ൌ  ෍𝑤పതതത𝑧௞  ൌ  ∑ 𝑤௞𝑧௞ ௞∑ 𝑤௞௞௞                                                        ሺ14ሻ 359 
2.4 Data Collection 360 
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The wind speed data used in this study is the Wind Atlas of South Africa (WASA 2) dataset collected 361 
with cup anemometers mounted at 60m over a period of 6months. The geographical location of 362 
mounting is the Rhodes located in Eastern Cape, South Africa. The meteorological mast from where 363 
the data was collected is located at 28.07351oE, 30.81436oS as shown with a placemark in Figure 4. The 364 
location offers a high potential for wind energy generation owing to its associated high wind speed. The 365 
measuring instrument logs climatological data at a data resolution of 10 minutes, which can be used for 366 
further analysis. The wind energy profile of the proposed site was developed using ArcGIS 10.4 with a 367 
resolution of 30 x 30m. Figure 4 shows areas in the Eastern Cape province with a wind speed of 5m/s 368 
and above. The area is highly viable for wind energy generation with prospect of wind speed up to 369 
19m/s. 370 
 371 
Figure 4. Wind speed distribution of Eastern Cape Province, South Africa. The location with a 372 
placemark is where the data was collected. 373 
Short term forecast in a time step of 10minutes was performed on the gross power output of a typical 374 
wind turbine. There are several wind turbine manufacturers with each product different in effectiveness, 375 
efficiency, and application. For this study, a utility scale wind turbine was chosen without preferences 376 
or skewness to manufactures. The characteristics of the turbine are as presented in Table 1.  377 
Table 1. Characteristics of the selected turbine 378 
Features AW 70/1500  
Rated Power (kW) 1,500 
Cut-in wind speed (ms-1) 4.0 
Rated wind speed (ms-1) 11.6 
Cut-out wind speed (ms-1) 25.0 
Rotor Diameter (m) 70.0 
Swept Area (m2) 3,848 
Power density (W/m2) 389.8 
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Hub Height (m) 60/80 
Onshore Yes 
 379 
2.5 Gross mean power output  380 
Wind energy is harvested by converting the kinetic energy in a wind stream to mechanical energy and 381 
then to electrical energy. The gross mean power output of the turbine presents the total power expected 382 
from the turbine. This depends basically on four factors: the power curve of the wind turbine, the air 383 
density, the wind speed at the hub height, and the blade swept area (Hernández-Escobedo et al., 2014; 384 
Lee et al., 2012). The net power output can be estimated from the gross power output using the loss 385 
factor. The power curve of the turbine model considered in this study is shown in Figure 4. Neglecting 386 
losses such as wakes, turbine downtime, electrical losses and so on, the gross mean power output can 387 
be determined using the time series datasets of wind speed and air density collected at specific hub 388 
height. The power output was calculated at the adjusted wind speed (Hernández-Escobedo et al., 2014). 389 
However, the adjusted wind speed was obtained using: 390 
𝑉௔ௗ௝ ൌ 𝑣௦௜௧௘ ൬𝜌௦௜௧௘𝜌௢ ൰
ଵ
ଷ                                                      ሺ15ሻ 391 
where 𝜌௦௜௧௘ represents the air density of the proposed site (in kg/m3) and 𝜌௢ is the nominal air density 392 
(in kg/m3) for which the power curve is described. For the utility scale wind turbine, the adjusted power 393 
output of the wind turbine is estimated using: 394 
𝑃௔ௗ௝ ൌ 𝑃 ൬𝜌௦௜௧௘𝜌௢ ൰                                                            ሺ16ሻ 395 
where P is the turbine output power (in MW) for a specified speed at nominal air density. The wind 396 
speed varies at different time intervals across the period of measurement. This apparently makes the 397 
gross power output of the turbine to vary periodically.  398 
 399 
Figure 5. The power curve of the model turbine 400 
Shown in Figure 5 is the power curve of the selected wind turbine. This illustrates the cut-in speed, the 401 
cut-out speed, the rated output speed, and the rated output power as presented in Table 1. The gross 402 
wind power for the selected turbine was estimated using the professional edition of Windographer 403 
4.1.14 software. 404 
The six-month dataset was divided into training and testing data in the ratio of 70 % and 30 % 405 
respectively. Three clustering techniques were investigated on the data and their results compared. 406 
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These are grid partitioning (GP), subtractive clustering (SC), and fuzzy c-means clustering (FCM) 407 
which are further discussed in subsection 2.6.  408 
2.6  Clustering techniques 409 
Determining membership function for each input is essential in fuzzy processes. Data clustering is one 410 
of the essential processes of the ANFIS modeling as it groups observed data into similar fuzzy clusters 411 
for the purpose of assigning a fuzzy membership function. It is used to establish representative 412 
behaviour of a multi-dimensional non-linear system comprising a large time series dataset (Çakit and 413 
Karwowski, 2015; Zare and Koch, 2018). Data clustering is employed in image segmentation 414 
(Dhanachandra et al., 2015; Gogoi and Sarma, 2012), pattern recognition  (Rezaei and Zarandi, 2011), 415 
fault diagnosis (Zuo et al., 2010), and so on. Details of these clustering techniques are discussed as 416 
follow; 417 
2.6.1 Grid Partitioning  418 
Fuzzy partitioning techniques are useful in obtaining fuzzy members from a dataset. There are three 419 
common fuzzy partitioning techniques used in fuzzy modeling. These include grid, tree, and scatter 420 
partitioning. Unlike the other two types, the GP technique uses similar membership functions on the 421 
input space to generate equal partitions within the symmetric membership function (Galindo, 2008). It 422 
divides the input space into different fuzzy slices with each associated with a membership function. 423 
Fuzzy rules can be generated from the input-output dataset used for model training. The model 424 
performance is highly dependent on the grid definition as better performance is obtained from a finer 425 
grid. In the process, the antecedent parameters are optimized as the grid is created (Ramón and Dopico, 426 
2011). One associated drawback of this technique is an exponential explosion of the number of 427 
membership functions as the input variables increase. This setback is called curse of dimensionality 428 
(Vasileva-Stojanovska et al., 2015). In this study, the Gaussian membership function is selected and its 429 
parameters were calculated as follows (Narayanan et al., 2015) and the GP model parameters are as 430 
presented in Table 2. 431 
 Data Matrix: 𝑃 432 
Number of clusters: c 433 
Membership function type: Gaussian 434 
Model input: ሼ𝑃, 𝑐ሽ 435 
Model Output: ሼ𝑃, 𝑐ሽ for the Gaussian membership function (mf) 𝐹௞ ሺ𝑘 ൌ 1, … , 𝑐௝ሻ 436 
start 437 
 for each gross power output in 𝑃 438 
  mf_n(j) = initialise the number of mfs for j 439 
  range(j,1) = 𝑀𝑖𝑛ሺ𝑃௝ሻ 440 
  range(j,2) = 𝑀𝑎𝑥ሺ𝑃௝ሻ 441 
  sigma= ሾ𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒ሺ𝑗, 2ሻ െ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒ሺ𝑗, 1ሻ/ሺ2/ሺ𝑚𝑓_𝑛ሺ𝑗ሻ  ሻ െ 1ሻሿ/ඥ2 ൈ log ሺ2ሻ 442 
  S= sigmaൈ 𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠ሺ𝑚𝑓௡ሺ௝ሻ, 1ሻ 443 
  𝑐ሺ1:𝑚𝑓_𝑛ሺ𝑗ሻሻ ൌ 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒ሺ𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒ሺ𝑗, 1ሻ, 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒ሺ𝑗, 2ሻ,𝑚𝑓௡ሺ௝ሻሻ 444 
 end 445 
end  446 
                           Table 2. ANFIS parameters for ANFIS-GP model 447 
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ANFIS Parameter Value 
Number of Nodes 92 
No of Nonlinear Parameters 192 
Total No of Parameters 212 
Training Data Pairs 12,197 
Testing Data Pairs 5,227 
  
Clustering Parameters  
Input membership function  Gaussian  
Output membership function Linear 
2.6.2 Subtractive clustering technique  448 
The subtractive clustering technique identifies a data point with the highest potential as a cluster centre. 449 
This is based on the distance function. The technique estimates the prospect of a data point being a 450 
cluster centre using: 451 
𝑃௥_௜ ൌ  ෍𝑒ିఈฮ௉೔ି௉ೕฮమ௡
௝ୀ
                                                          ሺ17ሻ 452 
where 𝛼 ൌ  ఊ௥ೌమ ,  𝑃௥_௜ represents the potential of the ith data point being a cluster centre, n is total the 453 
number of data points, 𝑃௜ and 𝑃௝ are data vectors within the observations including inputs and output, 454 
𝛾 is a positive constant, 𝑟௔ is a positive constant which defines radius of the hypercluster in the 455 
observation space. The emergence of a new centre cluster attracts a penalty for clusters within the 456 
neighbourhood of the new cluster. The potential for new clusters is calculated by subtraction using: 457 
 𝑃௥_௜ ൌ  𝑃௥_௜ െ  𝑃௥_௞∗ 𝜁                                                               ሺ18ሻ 458 
where 𝜁 ൌ  𝑒ିఉฮ௉೔ି௖ೖฮమ  ;  𝛽 ൌ ସ௥್మ ; 𝑟௕ ൌ 𝜂 ∗ 𝑟௔ 459 
𝑃௥_௞∗represents the potential of kth cluster centre,  𝑥௜ is data point subtracted, 𝑐௞  is the kth cluster centre, 460 
𝜂 is the squash factor (>1). It is ensured that the constant 𝑟௕ ൐  𝑟௔ to prevent closely spaced cluster 461 
centres. There are basically four parameters, which influence the number of rules and error performance 462 
measures in subtractive clustering technique. These are the accept ratio, the reject ratio, the cluster 463 
radius, and the squash factor. One of the main advantages of this technique is its ability to process many 464 
input observations (Tien Bui et al., 2012), which is the case in this study. More details on the technique 465 
can be obtained from (Demirli et al., 2003). In this study, the following values were chosen for these 466 
parameters as presented in Table 3. 467 
           Table 3. Model parameters for ANFIS-SC model  468 
ANFIS Parameter Value 
Number of Nodes 44 
No of linear parameters 18 
No of Nonlinear Parameters 30 
Total no of Parameters 48 
Training Data Pairs 12, 197 
Test Data Pairs 5,227 
  
Clustering Parameters  
Computing radius 0.55 
Epochs 100 
Initial step size 0.01 
Step size decrease rate 0.90 
Step size increase rate  1.10 
 469 
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2.6.3 Fuzzy c-means clustering  470 
The FCM clustering method is a fuzzified version of the k-means algorithm. The technique originates 471 
from conventional Euclidean distance function that includes hyper spherical clusters (Küçükdeniz et 472 
al., 2012). The algorithm starts with an initial guess of a cluster centre. This technique gives membership 473 
degree to each data and guides the data centres through by continuously updating the centres and the 474 
membership of each data point unlike the hard clustering techniques where an observation can only 475 
belong to one and only one cluster (Barak and Sadegh, 2016; Rezakazemi et al., 2017; Ross, 2004; 476 
Shamshirband et al., 2016). In FCM, a goal function, which is the distance of each data point to the data 477 
centre weighted by the degree of membership of the data point is minimized using: 478 
 𝐽௠ሺ𝑈, 𝑣ሻ ൌ  ∑ ∑ 𝑈௜௝௠௖௝ୀଵ ฮ𝑃௜ െ 𝑣௝ฮ஺ଶ ,           1 ൑ 𝑚 ൑ ∞                                ሺ19ሻே௜ୀଵ  479 
where   𝑣௝ = the centre of cluster 𝑗  480 
 𝑐 = number of clusters | 2 ൑ 𝑐 ൏ 𝑛 481 
𝑃௜= vector data of observations of power output 482 
 𝑚 = weighting exponent  483 
 𝐴 = positive definite ሺ𝑛 ൈ 𝑛ሻ weight matrix  484 
 ‖ ‖ = 𝑛 െdimensional Euclidean space wherein sample data belong. 485 
The FCM technique was computed as follows: 486 
a. Initialize randomly a 𝜇௢ membership matrix. 487 
b. Calculate the prototype vectors, 𝑣௜ such that 488 
𝑣௜ ൌ  ∑ ఓ೔ೕ೘௬ೕ ೙ೕసభ∑ ఓ೔ೕ೘ ೙ೕసభ  ; 1 ൑ 𝑖 ൑ 𝑐  489 
c. Evaluate the membership values of observations using: 490 
𝜇௜௝ ൌ 1
∑ ൬𝑑௜௝𝑑௞௝൰
ଶ
௠ିଵ௖௞ୀଵ
                                         ሺ20ሻ 491 
such that 1 ൑ 𝑖 ൑ 𝑐      , 1 ൑ 𝑗 ൑ 𝑛       492 
 493 
d. Compare 𝜇ሺ௧ାଵሻ with 𝜇ሺ௧ሻ, where  𝑡= number of iterations. 494 
e. If ฮ𝜇ሺ௧ାଵሻ െ  𝜇ሺ௧ሻฮ ൏ 𝜀  stop, else, return to step 2, 495 
where 𝜀 is the convergence value. 496 
The model parameters used in this study is as presented in Table 4. 497 
Table 4. Model parameters for ANFIS-FCM model 498 
ANFIS Parameter Value 
Number of Nodes 44 
No of linear parameters 18 
No of Nonlinear Parameters 30 
Total no of Parameters 48 
Training Data Pairs 12,197 
Test Data Pairs 5,227 
  
Clustering Parameters  
Number of clusters 10 
Partitioning matrix exponent 2 
Maximum number of iterations  100 
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Minimum Improvement  1e-5 
 499 
2.7 PSO- ANFIS hybrid multi-cluster model 500 
The PSO algorithm is hails from its strong relationship with artificial life but more closely related to 501 
the swarm methodology. In its mode of operation, the PSO is similar to the genetic algorithm (GA). 502 
However, it does not suffer the many difficulties as associated with GA where a perturbation in genetic 503 
population results into a destruction of the previous knowledge of the problem except in the case of 504 
elitism. In contrast to this, PSO retains the knowledge of good solutions within the particles (Eberhart 505 
and Kennedy, 2002). The algorithm is based on five principles of swarm intelligence as specified by 506 
Millonas (Millonas, 1994). They are the proximity, quality, diverse response, stability, and adaptability 507 
principles, which enhance its performance compared to GA. 508 
In this study, PSO optimization model tunes the parameters of the adaptive layers (first and fourth 509 
layers) of the three standalone ANFIS models (ANFIS-GP, ANFIS-SC, and ANFIS-FCM) thus 510 
avoiding local minima. A vector comprising the antecedent and consequent parameters of the ANFIS 511 
model are optimized by the PSO algorithm. Initialization into random values of the variables of all 512 
particles in the swarm in performed with the error criterion as the fitness function. Upon initialization, 513 
the PSO algorithm updates all particle positions and velocities accordingly to set rules over stipulated 514 
number of generations until convergence is achieved. In each iteration, the values of the antecedent and 515 
the consequence parameters of the ANFIS model are considered such that a consequential update of the 516 
personal and global best experiences is performed. When the cost function of any particle is lower than 517 
the 𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 obtained since the inception of the iteration, the present cost function is set as the new 𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡. 518 
Similarly, the cost function of the best particle is compared with the previously achieved costs. If the 519 
cost function at the present iteration is better, the present cost is made the new 𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 . The iterative 520 
process is repeated until specified convergence criterion is satisfied. The results of the PSO are 521 
optimized values for the antecedent and the consequent of the ANFIS model, which are assigned 522 
accordingly. The procedure for the hybrid model is described as follows: 523 
Step 1: Create a time series data of the model input 524 
Step 2: Generate initial FIS structure using the three different clustering techniques in the ANFIS 525 
standalone (GP, SC, and FCM) 526 
Step 3: Generate initial swarm as follows: 527 
(i) Generate random population size (Particles), 𝑃 of length 𝑉𝑎𝑟_𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 each and positions 528 
𝑝௞,௟  ∈ ሺ𝑃௠௜௡,𝑃௠௔௫ሻ such that 𝑘 ൌ 1, 2, 3, … ,𝑃𝑜𝑝ௌ௜௭௘; 𝑙 ൌ 1,2,3, … ,𝑉𝑎𝑟_𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 529 
(ii) Initialize the velocity of each particle ሺ𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝑉𝑒𝑙 ൌ 0ሻ. 530 
(iii) Initialize the best cost at 𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ሺ𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 ൌ ∞ሻ. 531 
Step 4: Create next generation of particle with updated position, velocity, and inertia weight according 532 
 to the equations (21), (22), and (23) respectively (Semero et al., 2018). 533 
𝑥௜ሺ𝑡ሻ ൌ  𝑥௜ሺ𝑡 െ 1ሻ ൅  𝑣௜ሺ𝑡ሻ                                                                                                ሺ21ሻ 534 
𝑉௜ሺ𝑡ሻ ൌ 𝜔𝑣௜ሺ𝑡 െ 1ሻ ൅ 𝜌ଵሺ𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 െ 𝑥௜ሺ𝑡 െ 1ሻ ൅  𝜌ଶሺ𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 െ 𝑥௜ሺ𝑡 െ 1ሻ                ሺ22ሻ 535 
   𝜔 ൌ  𝜔ௗ௔௠௣  ൈ 𝜔                                                                                                                ሺ23ሻ 536 
such that the random variables 𝜌ଵ ൌ  𝐶ଵ𝑟ଵ and 𝜌ଶ ൌ 𝐶ଶ𝑟ଶ ; 𝑟ଵ, 𝑟ଶ ~ 𝑈ሺ0,1ሻ,   𝐶ଵ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶ଶ are positive 537 
cognitive  and social acceleration coefficients respectively of which stability of the algorithm is ensured 538 
when 𝐶ଵ ൅  𝐶ଶ  ൑ 4  (Kennedy, 1998),  𝜔 is the weight inertia, and 𝜔ௗ௔௠௣ is the inertia weight damping 539 
ratio. 540 
Step 5: Assign optimized particle parameters to the ANFIS structure. 541 
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Step 6: Evaluate the cost of each particle using a conditional statement, updating the 𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 and 𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 542 
values, such that: 543 
 𝐼𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡௜  |௜௧ ൏  𝐶𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡௣ 544 
  𝑃௜  |௜௧ ൌ  𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 545 
   𝐶௜  |௜௧ ൌ  𝐶𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡௣   546 
  𝐼𝑓 𝐶𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡௣ ൏  𝐶𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡ீ  547 
  𝐶𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡௣ ൌ  𝐶𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡ீ  548 
    𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ൌ 𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡  549 
  𝑒𝑛𝑑 550 
𝑒𝑛𝑑 551 
Step 7: Check if stopping criterion of maximum iteration is satisfied. If not satisfied, the algorithm  552 
returns to step 4, else proceed to step 8. 553 
Step 8: Perform a short-term forecast of the gross power output of the wind turbine. 554 
Step 9: Perform statistical performance evaluation on the forecast. 555 
Step 10: Plot a comparison between actual turbine output and PSO-ANFIS forecast. 556 
Step 11: Terminate the program. 557 
 558 
Table 5. Model parameters for the PSO algorithm 559 
Model Parameter Value  
Initial Swarm Size 20 
Maximum Iteration  600 
Social acceleration coefficient (𝑪𝟐) 2 
Cognitive Acceleration Coefficient (𝑪𝟏) 2 
Inertia Weight, 𝝎 0.5 
Inertia weight damping ratio, 𝝎𝒅𝒂𝒎𝒑 0.8 
 560 
The PSO optimization control parameters used for the three PSO-ANFIS models are presented in Table 561 
5. These parameters were chosen based on literature (Engelbrecht et al., 2019). This procedure was 562 
repeated for PSO-ANFIS-GP, PSO-ANFIS-SC, and PSO-ANFIS-FCM models. A flow diagram of the 563 
model is as shown in Figure 6. 564 
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Figure 6. The flowchart of the standalone and hybrid ANFIS model. 566 
 567 
3. Results and Discussions  568 
The ANFIS program was computed with MATLAB (R2015a) installed on a desktop computer 569 
workstation with configuration 64 bits, 32GB RAM Intel (R) Core (TM) i7 5960X. This was to ensure 570 
lesser computational time because some clustering techniques like grid partitioning can be 571 
computationally intensive. As previously stated, 70% of the data was used for training while 30% of 572 
the data was used at the model testing phase for both standalone and hybrid models.  573 
3.1 ANFIS Standalone 574 
Figure 7-9 show comparison plots between the observed power output of the utility scale wind turbine 575 
and the forecast produced by standalone ANFIS models clustered with GP, SC and FCM respectively. 576 
It is observed that a strong agreement exists between the observed and the predicted power output for 577 
the three models. Each plot demonstrates variability associated with the wind resource which the 578 
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predicted values closely approximates. Over-predictions and under-predictions occurred more with the 579 
GP-clustered model as shown in Figure 7 compared to the SC and FCM-clustered models as there are 580 
more over-predicted data points. Similarly, the FCM-clustered model also exhibits overprediction 581 
which is significant compared to the SC-based model. These overpredictions and underpredictions are 582 
due to underestimation or overestimation of the ANFIS model control parameters (Olatunji et al., 583 
2019b).  584 
Among the three standalone models, the SC-clustered model provides the most satisfactory agreement 585 
between the observed and the predicted power output with least miss-predictions.  586 
 587 
Figure 7. Test results of ANFIS-GP model with new observations compared with the predicted results 588 
 589 
Figure 8. Plot of ANFIS-SC model with new observations compared with the predicted results 590 
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 591 
Figure 9. Test plot for ANFIS-FCM model with new observations compared with the predicted 592 
results. 593 
 594 
3.2. Hybrid ANFIS Result 595 
ANFIS hybridized with PSO for each of the three clustering techniques was experimented. The forecast 596 
using 30 % of the observed data was used for the PSO-ANFIS-GP, PSO-ANFIS-SC, and PSO-ANFIS-597 
FCM. To ensure a basis for comparison with the ANFIS standalone models, the same testing data was 598 
used for the hybrid ANFIS model. Shown in Figure 10 is the plot of the observed and the predicted 599 
gross energy output for GP-clustered model with data resolution being 10 minutes. The GP clustering 600 
technique performed poorly on the data in the hybrid ANFIS compared with the standalone ANFIS 601 
model. Many datapoints were underpredicted, thus affecting the model accuracy. Several runs were 602 
performed with different parameters, however, same trend of prediction existed, thus, emphasising the 603 
preference of standalone GP-clustered model over its hybrid. The GP clustering technique is often 604 
associated with a large rule-base when used on a high-dimensional problem like this study. This 605 
increases the model complexity and could lead to curse of dimensionality. This performance shows that 606 
the optimization technique was not able to achieve global optimal values for the model parameters to 607 
achieve a finer grid structure on which the model performance largely depends.  608 
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 609 
Figure 10. Plot of PSO-ANFIS-GP model with new observations compared with the predicted results 610 
Shown in Figure 11-12 is the plot of the hybrid SC and FCM-clustered ANFIS model respectively. A 611 
strong agreement between the observed and the predicted power output is observed with less 612 
underpredictions and over predictions. The SC clustering technique (Figure 11), however, performs 613 
better than the FCM and GP in the hybrid ANFIS model with less variation between the observed and 614 
the predicted values. Similar agreement between the observed and predicted power output is observed 615 
in the FCM-clustered model as shown in Figure 12 except for its more mis-predictions. Asides visual 616 
observation of the predicted against the actual gross power, a statistical measure of accuracy of the 617 
model was performed and presented in Table 6.  618 
 619 
Figure 11. Plot of PSO-ANFIS-SC model with new observations compared with the predicted results 620 
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 621 
Figure 12. Plot of PSO-ANFIS-FCM model with new observations compared with the predicted 622 
results 623 
3.1 Model evaluation  624 
The model was tested for reliability and capability by performing error analysis on the hold-out data set 625 
(30 % of the observation data) used for new prediction. Common statistical metrics for model reliability 626 
measures were performed on the test data. These include the root mean square error (RMSE), mean 627 
absolute deviation (MAD), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and the relative mean bias error 628 
(rMBE) were used as performance metrics. As a measure of capability of the models, the relative mean 629 
bias error (rMBE) was introduced. This performance metric evaluates the reliability of the model. The 630 
closer its value is to zero, the more reliable the model is (Eminoglu and Turksoy, 2019) and a negative 631 
value signifies model capability to underestimate (Kwon et al., 2019). These were calculated as follows: 632 
 633 
Root Mean square Error (RMSE): 634 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 ൌ  ඨ∑ ሾ𝑦௞ െ  𝑦௞ෞሿଶே௞ୀଵ 𝑁                                                                              ሺ21ሻ 635 
Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD): 636 
𝑀𝐴𝐷 ൌ  1𝑁  ෍|𝑦௞ െ  𝑦ത|ே௞ୀଵ                                                                                       ሺ22ሻ 637 
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE): 638 
𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 ൌ  1𝑁  ෍ฬ𝑦௞ െ  𝑦௞ෞ𝑦௞ ฬே௞ୀଵ ൈ 100%                                                               ሺ23ሻ 639 
relative Mean Bias Error (rMBE): 640 
𝑟𝑀𝐵𝐸 ൌ  ଵே  ∑ ቀ ௬ೖ ෞି௬ೖ௬ೖ ቁே௞ୀଵ                                                                                 ሺ24ሻ   641 
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 642 
Variance accounted for (VAF): 643 
𝑉𝐴𝐹 ൌ 1 െ ቈ𝑣𝑎𝑟ሺ 𝑦௞ෞ െ  𝑦௞ሻ𝑣𝑎𝑟ሺ𝑦௞ሻ ቉  ൈ 100                                                              ሺ25ሻ 644 
Table 6 presents the performance evaluation results obtained for the three clustering techniques and 645 
their hybrid models at testing phase.  646 
 647 
Table 6. Performance evaluation of models at the testing phase using new observations 648 
  Standalone Models Hybrid Models 
Metrics ANFIS-SC ANFIS-GP ANFIS-FCM PSO-ANFIS-SC PSO-ANFIS-GP PSO-ANFIS-FCM 
MAD 0.077 0.085 0.078 0.078 0.375 0.079 
MAPE 30.940 33.160 48.190 28.110 54.570 35.000 
RMSE 0.132 0.189 0.139 0.127 0.461 0.137 
VAF 94.307 89.410 93.630 94.311 51.581 94.332 
rMBE 0.190 0.250 0.220 0.190 -0.063 0.250 
CT (secs) 30.23 385.06 77.25 47.21 256.06 355.84 
 649 
 650 
3.1.1. Statistical Performance Metrics  651 
 652 
From Table 6, MAD, MAPE, RMSE, VAF, and rMBE were used as statistical performance measures 653 
for the standalone and hybrid models to clearly evaluate the model performance. While the MAD and 654 
RMSE measures the magnitude of the average error of prediction and the eligibility of the model for 655 
prediction (Olatunji et al., 2019a), the MAPE measures the models’ forecast accuracy/goodness of fit. 656 
Closeness of the value of these metrics to zero is more preferred. However, to account for the 657 
asymmetric nature of the MAPE, the VAF metric was introduced to account for the actual variance 658 
between the observed power output and the predicted that is explained by the model. A value close to 659 
100% is highly preferred.  660 
 661 
In the standalone models, ANFIS clustered with SC technique offered the best results with a lowest 662 
MAD and RMSE values of 0.077 and 0.132 respectively (Table 6), though these values are just slightly 663 
lower compared to the results obtained from the FCM clustered model. Hence, the average error of the 664 
prediction is lesser in the SC-clustered standalone model compared to the FCM and GP-clustered 665 
models. Similarly, the MAPE results obtained from the SC-clustered model is lower compared to that 666 
obtained from the FCM and GP-clustered models. However, despite the high values of RMSE and MAD 667 
values obtained from the GP model ሺ𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 ൌ 0.189;𝑀𝐴𝐷 ൌ 0.085ሻ, its MAPE value is lesser than 668 
the FCM-clustered model 𝑖. 𝑒.𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸஺ேிூௌିீ௉ሺ33.16ሻ ൏  𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸஺ேிூௌିி஼ெሺ48.19ሻ. Hence by 669 
implication the GP-based model can be accurate in prediction, but the average error of the prediction 670 
can be higher than that of the FCM-based model. Comparing the reliability of the standalone models 671 
using their respective rMBE values, the SC-clustered model has the least rMBE value 672 
ሺ𝑟𝑀𝐵𝐸஺ேிூௌିௌ஼ ൌ 0.19) compared to the other two models. Although the prediction accuracy of the 673 
GP-clustered model is higher than the FCM-clustered model, the model offers a lesser reliability 674 
compared to the FCM-clustered model. From the values of the VAFs obtained for each model, the SC-675 
clustered model is capable of accounting for 94.307% of the variance between the predicted and the 676 
observed gross power output of the models compared to the FCM and GP-based models with VAF 677 
values of 93.63 and 89.41% respectively. This further proves the effectiveness of the SC-clustered 678 
model. 679 
 680 
Also, similar behaviour in the model performance was obtained in the hybrid models. From Table 6, 681 
the SC-clustered model has the least MAD and RMSE values of 0.078 and 0.127 respectively. However, 682 
a marginal difference exists between these values and that obtained from the FCM-clustered model, 683 
thus presenting FCM-based model as also effective with less prediction error. The hybrid SC-clustered 684 
model had the least MAPE value ሺ𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸஺ேிூௌିௌ஼ ൌ 28.11ሻ among the six models, thus emphasising 685 
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the positive effects of clustering with SC technique and optimizing the model control parameters. Based 686 
on the values of VAFs obtained, the SC and FCM clustering techniques are capable of accounting for a 687 
high percentage of variance in the model compared to the GP-clustered model. From the rMBE values, 688 
the SC and FCM-clustered models offer high reliability, while the GP-clustered model has a high 689 
prospect for underestimation, hence unreliable in this study.  690 
 691 
3.1.2. Computational time 692 
 693 
Table 6 also presents the computational time of each of the six models as standalone and hybrid. It can 694 
be observed that the SC and FCM-clustered models requires lower computational time compared to the 695 
GP model. However, the computational time of the SC and FCM-clustered model increased by 696 
16.98secs and 278.59secs respectively with model hybridization while an unexpected decrease was 697 
observed for GP-clustered model. Characteristic of the GP technique is the high reliance of its learning 698 
time on the grid definition process. A one-pass build-up of the grid definition process reduces the 699 
learning time as described by Joo and Chen, (2011), which consequentially reduces the model’s 700 
computational time. This probably describes the reduction in computational time of the GP model when 701 
hybridized with PSO. However, this observation was only limited to the standalone ANFIS but not in 702 
the hybrid model. This could be due to optimization of one aspect of the curse of dimensionality 703 
associated with GP clustering and not others. Several aspects of curse of dimensionality exist in the GP 704 
clustering technique. These include scalability of the grid construction, noise and optimization of the 705 
density function across the data space towards selecting relevant attributes (Aggarwal and Reddy, 706 
2013). The PSO function successfully achieved a one-pass build-up of the grid structure in the ANFIS 707 
model, however, a finer grid, which largely determines the model accuracy was not achieved. It is 708 
recommended that the grid-based partitioning of the input space be discarded in high-dimensional 709 
problems to minimise model complexity which could lead to overestimation or underestimation in the 710 
model (Nelles, 2001).  711 
 712 
On the overall, FCM and SC are good clustering techniques, however, a comparison between the FCM-713 
based ANFIS and the SC-based ANFIS models, at hybrid and standalone, shows that the SC-clustered 714 
model exceeds the FCM-based model in accuracy. Also, when computational time is to be minimized, 715 
the SC model is desirable since lesser time translate to lower cost of machine utilization. Similarly, 716 
parameter tuning of ANFIS model with PSO algorithm increases the prediction accuracy of the SC 717 
clustered ANFIS model, though at a higher computational time. The computational time, however, 718 
depends on several factors among which is the processor of the computing device which can vary from 719 
one computing device to another.  720 
 721 
4 Conclusions  722 
Renewable energy is fast replacing the fossil fuels with wind and solar energy harvesting increasing in 723 
dominance on a global scale. The wind energy is much preferred due to its higher capacity factor 724 
compared to the solar energy, though at a higher initial investment cost, which gives credence is given 725 
to resource forecasting. This study compares three data clustering techniques (SC, FCM, and GP 726 
techniques) in ANFIS modeling of short-term forecasting of the gross wind power output of a utility-727 
scale wind turbine proposed to be deployed to Rhodes, Eastern Cape, South Africa. These clustering 728 
techniques were considered in standalone ANFIS and ANFIS tuned with PSO in an autoregressive 729 
manner. From our findings, SC and FCM clustering techniques could be effective, though 730 
computational time could be a trade-off. Both models are reliable for the wind power forecast as 731 
observed from their rMBE values. However, the SC clustering technique performed best on both 732 
standalone and optimized ANFIS models compared to the FCM and GP clustering technique. The SC-733 
based ANFIS models recorded the lowest RMSE, MAD, and MAPE values, though the variations 734 
between these performance indices at its standalone and hybrid models are not very significant. The 735 
closeness of the predicted test data to the observed power output showed the potential of PSO-ANFIS-736 
SC model as an effective predictive model in wind energy studies. However, model parameter 737 
underestimation occurred in the hybrid GP-based model which lead to a low prediction accuracy of the 738 
model.  739 
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The SC clustered ANFIS model performed best among the three clustering techniques considered either 740 
as standalone or hybrid. This validates its recommendation in the literature (Casalino et al., 2014; Chang 741 
et al., 2014; Chang and Chang, 2006) for data clustering. The accuracy of the SC-clustered model is 742 
hinged on an optimal selection of the radius of influence. Parameter tuning of ANFIS model with PSO 743 
algorithm, however, increases the model accuracy though at the expense of the computational time, thus 744 
resulting into a higher machine utilization cost to be accounted for. However, the use of parallel 745 
computing in hybrid ANFIS models is recommended for further studies to reduce the computational 746 
time in hybrid ANFIS model.  747 
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